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Abstract

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have achieved promising
performance on a wide range of graph-based tasks. De-
spite their success, one severe limitation of GNNs is the
over-smoothing issue (indistinguishable representations of
nodes in different classes). In this work, we present a sys-
tematic and quantitative study on the over-smoothing is-
sue of GNNs. First, we introduce two quantitative metrics,
MAD and MADGap, to measure the smoothness and over-
smoothness of the graph nodes representations, respectively.
Then, we verify that smoothing is the nature of GNNs and
the critical factor leading to over-smoothness is the low
information-to-noise ratio of the message received by the
nodes, which is partially determined by the graph topol-
ogy. Finally, we propose two methods to alleviate the over-
smoothing issue from the topological view: (1) MADReg
which adds a MADGap-based regularizer to the training ob-
jective; (2) AdaEdge which optimizes the graph topology
based on the model predictions. Extensive experiments on
7 widely-used graph datasets with 10 typical GNN models
show that the two proposed methods are effective for re-
lieving the over-smoothing issue, thus improving the perfor-
mance of various GNN models.

Introduction

Graph Neural Networks form an effective framework for
learning graph representation, which have proven powerful
in various graph-based tasks (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhut-
dinov 2016; Veličković et al. 2018; Zitnik and Leskovec
2017). Despite their success in graph modeling, over-
smoothing is a common issue faced by GNNs (Li, Han, and
Wu 2018; Zhou et al. 2018), which means that the represen-
tations of the graph nodes of different classes would become
indistinguishable when stacking multiple layers, which se-
riously hurts the model performance (e.g., classification ac-
curacy). However, there is limited study on explaining why
and how over-smoothing happens. In this work, we conduct
a systematic and quantitative study of the over-smoothing
issue of GNNs on 7 widely-used graph datasets with 10 typ-
ical GNN models, aiming to reveal what is the crucial factor
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Figure 1: The prediction accuracy (Acc) and MADGap of
GCNs (Kipf and Welling 2017) on the CORA dataset. We
can observe a significantly high correlation between the ac-
curacy and MADGap in two different situations: (a) Differ-
ent models: Results of GCNs with different number of lay-
ers; (b) Different training periods: Results after each epoch
in the 2-layer GCN. The Pearson correlation coefficient is
shown in the title and ** means statistically significant with
p < 0.01.

bringing in the over-smoothing problem of GNNs and find
out a reasonable direction to alleviate it.

We first propose a quantitative metric Mean Average Dis-
tance (MAD), which calculates the mean average distance
among node representations in the graph to measure the
smoothness of the graph (smoothness means similarity of
graph nodes representation in this paper). We observe that
the MAD values of various GNNs become smaller as the
number of GNN layers increases, which supports the argu-
ment that smoothing is the essential nature of GNNs. Hence,
the node interaction through the GNN message propaga-
tion would make their representations closer, and the whole
graph representation would inevitably become smoothing
when stacking multiple layers.

Furthermore, we argue that one key factor leading to the
over-smoothing issue is the over-mixing of information and
noise. The interaction message from other nodes may be ei-
ther helpful information or harmful noise. For example, in
the node classification task, intra-class interaction can bring
useful information, while inter-class interaction may lead
to indistinguishable representations across classes. To mea-
sure the quality of the received message by the nodes, we
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define the information-to-noise ratio as the proportion of
intra-class node pairs in all node pairs that have interac-
tions through GNN model. Based on our hypothesis, we ex-
tend MAD to MADGap to measure the over-smoothness of
graph (over-smoothness means similarity of representations
among different classes’ nodes in this paper). We notice that
two nodes with close topological distance (can reach with a
few hops) are more likely to belong to the same class, and
vice versa. Therefore, we differentiate the role between re-
mote and neighboring nodes and calculate the gap of MAD
values (MADGap) between remote and neighboring nodes
to estimate the over-smoothness of graph representation. Ex-
perimental results prove that MADGap does have a signifi-
cantly high correlation with the model performance in gen-
eral situations, and an example is shown in Figure 1. Fur-
ther experiments show that both the model performance and
the MADGap value rise as the information-to-noise ratio in-
creases, which verifies our assumption that the information-
to-noise ratio affects the smoothness of graph representation
to a great extent.

After more in-depth analysis, we propose that low
information-to-noise ratio is caused by the discrepancy be-
tween the graph topology and the objective of the down-
stream task. In the node classification task, if there are too
many inter-class edges, the nodes will receive too much mes-
sage from nodes of other classes after several propagation
steps, which would result in over-smoothing. To prove our
assumption, we optimize the graph topology by removing
inter-class edges and adding intra-class edges based on the
gold labels, which proves very effective in relieving over-
smoothing and improving model performance. Hence, the
graph topology has a great influence on the smoothness of
graph representation and model performance. That is to say,
there is a deviation from the natural graph to the down-
stream task. However, in the previous graph-related stud-
ies (Veličković et al. 2018; Li et al. 2016; Bianchi et al.
2019), researchers mainly focus on designing novel GNN ar-
chitectures but pay less attention to improve the established
graph topology.

Based on our observations, we propose two methods to
relieve the over-smoothing issue from the topological view:
(a) MADReg: We add a MADGap-based regularizer to
the training objective to directly increase received infor-
mation and reduce noise; (b) Adaptive Edge Optimization
(AdaEdge: We iteratively train GNN models and conduct
edge remove/add operations based on the prediction to ad-
just the graph adaptively for the learning target. Experimen-
tal results show that our two proposed methods can signifi-
cantly relieve the over-smoothing issue and improve model
performance in general cases, which further verifies our con-
clusions and provides a compelling perspective towards bet-
ter GNNs performance.

The contributions of this work are threefold:

• We conduct a systematic and quantitative study of the
over-smoothing issue on a wide range of graph datasets
and models. We propose and verify that a key factor be-
hind the over-smoothing issue is the information-to-noise
ratio which is influenced by the graph topology.

Model Propagate

GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) Convolution
ChebGCN (Defferrard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016) Convolution

HyperGraph (Bai, Zhang, and Torr 2019)
Convolution
&Attention

FeaSt (Verma, Boyer, and Verbeek 2018) Convolution
GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) Convolution
GAT (Veličković et al. 2018) Attention
ARMA (Bianchi et al. 2019) Convolution
GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) Convolution
HighOrder (Morris et al. 2019) Attention
GGNN (Li et al. 2016) Gated

Table 1: Introduction of baseline GNN models. The infor-
mation propagation method is also displayed.

• We design two quantitative metrics: MAD for smoothness
and MADGap for over-smoothness of graph representa-
tion. Statistical analysis shows that MADGap has a sig-
nificantly high correlation with model performance.

• We propose two methods: MADReg and AdaEdge to re-
lieve the over-smoothing issue of GNNs. Experimental re-
sults show that our proposed methods can significantly
reduce over-smoothness and improve the performance of
multiple GNNs on various datasets.

Datasets and Models

node classification task, one of the most basic graph-
based tasks, is usually conducted to verify the effective-
ness of GNN architectures (Veličković et al. 2018; Hamil-
ton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) or analyze the character-
istics of GNNs (Li, Han, and Wu 2018; Maehara 2019).
Therefore, we select the node classification task for our ex-
periments. We conduct experiments on 7 public datasets
in three types, namely, (1) citation network: CORA, Cite-
Seer, PubMed (Sen et al. 2008); (2) coauthor network:
CS, Physics;1 (3) Amazon product network: Computers,
Photo (McAuley et al. 2015). We conduct our detailed anal-
ysis on the three citation networks, which are usually taken
as the benchmarks for graph-related studies (Li, Han, and
Wu 2018; Maehara 2019) and verify the effectiveness of the
proposed method on all these datasets.

To guarantee the generalizability of our conclusion, we
conduct experiments with 10 typical GNN models in this
work. The GNN models and their propagation methods are
listed in Table 1, in which the propagation taxonomy fol-
lows Zhou et al. (2018). The implementation of the base-
lines is partly based on Fey and Lenssen (2019) and Mae-
hara (2019). More details about the datasets and experiments
are given in the arXiv version2 due to limited space.

Measuring Over-smoothing Problem from the

Topological View

In this section, we aim to investigate what is the key factor
leading to the over-smoothing problem. To this end, we pro-
pose two quantitative metrics MAD and MADGap to mea-
sure the smoothness and over-smoothness of graph repre-

1https://kddcup2016.azurewebsites.net
2https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.03211
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sentation, which are further used to analyze why and how
the over-smoothing issue happens.

MAD: Metric for Smoothness

To measure the smoothness of the graph representation, we
first propose a quantitative metric: Mean Average Distance
(MAD). MAD reflects the smoothness of graph representa-
tion by calculating the mean of the average distance from
nodes to other nodes. Formally, given the graph representa-
tion matrix H ∈ R

n×h (we use the hidden representation of
the final layer of GNN. Term h is the hidden size), we first
obtain the distance matrix D ∈ R

n×n for H by computing
the cosine distance between each node pair:

Dij = 1−
Hi,: ·Hj,:

|Hi,:| · |Hj,:|
i, j ∈ [1, 2, · · · , n], (1)

where Hk,: is the k-th row of H . The reason to use cosine
distance is that cosine distance is not affected by the absolute
value of the node vector, thus better reflecting the smooth-
ness of graph representation. Then we filter the target node
pairs by element-wise multiplication D with a mask matrix
M

tgt

D
tgt = D ◦M tgt, (2)

where ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication; M
tgt ∈

{0, 1}n×n; M
tgt
ij = 1 only if node pair (i, j) is the target

one. Next we access the average distance D̄
tgt for non-zero

values along each row in D
tgt:

D̄
tgt
i =

∑n

j=0 D
tgt
ij

∑n

j=0 1
(

D
tgt
ij

) , (3)

where 1(x) = 1 if x > 0 otherwise 0. Finally, the MAD
value given the target node pairs is calculated by averaging
the non-zero values in D̄

tgt:

MADtgt =

∑n

i=0 D̄
tgt
i

∑n

i=0 1
(

D̄
tgt
i

) . (4)

Li, Han, and Wu (2018) perform a theoretical analysis
on the graph convolution network (GCN), and conclude that
performing smoothing operation on node representations is
the key mechanism why GCN works. We extend the con-
clusion empirically to the 10 typical GNNs listed in Table 1
with the help of the proposed MAD metric. To this end, for
each GNN model with different number of layers, we com-
pute the MAD value MADglobal by taking all node pairs into
account, i.e., all values in M

tgt are 1, to measure the global
smoothness of the learned graph representation.

The results on the CORA dataset are shown in Figure 2.
We can observe that as the number of GNN layers increases,
the MAD values become smaller. Apart from this, the MAD
value of high-layer GNNs gets close to 0, which means
that all the node representations become indistinguishable.
GNN models update the node representation based on the
features from neighboring nodes. We observe that the in-
teraction between nodes makes their representations simi-
lar to each other. Similar phenomenons that the smoothness
rises as the layer increases are also observed in other datasets
as presented in arXiv version. Therefore, we conclude that
smoothing is an essential nature for GNNs.

Figure 2: The MAD values of various GNNs with differ-
ent layers on the CORA dataset. Darker color means larger
MAD value. We can find that the smoothness of graph rep-
resentation rises as the model layer increases.

Information-to-noise Ratio Largely Affects
Over-smoothness

With the help of MAD, we can quantitatively measure the
smoothness of graph representation. Here come two new
questions: Since smoothing is the nature of GNNs, what is
over-smoothing, and what results in over-smoothing?

We assume that the over-smoothing problem is caused by
the over-mixing of information and noise, which is influ-
enced by the quality of the nodes received message. The in-
teraction message from other nodes by GNN operation may
be either helpful information or interference noise. For ex-
ample, in the node classification task, interaction between
nodes of the same class brings useful information, which
makes their representations more similar to each other and
the probability of being classified into the same class is in-
creased. On the contrary, the contact of nodes from other
classes brings the noise. Hence, the reason why GNNs work
is that the received useful information is more than noise.
On the other hand, when the noise is more than the infor-
mation, the learned graph representation will become over-
smoothing.

To quantitatively measure the quality of the received mes-
sage of the nodes, we define the information-to-noise ratio
as the proportion of intra-class node pairs in all contactable
node pairs that have interactions through the GNN model.
For example, at the second-order, the information-to-noise
ratio for each node is the proportion of nodes of the same
class in all the first-order and second-order neighbors; the
information-to-noise ratio for the whole graph is the propor-
tion of the intra-class pairs in all the node pairs that can be
contacted in 2 steps. In Figure 3, we display the information-
to-noise ratio of the whole graph for the CORA, CiteSeer
and Pubmed datasets. We can find that there are more intra-
class node pairs at low order and vice versa. When the model
layer number gets large where the information-to-noise ra-
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Figure 3: The information-to-noise ratio at different neigh-
bor orders (accumulated) for the CORA/CiteSeer/PubMed
datasets. We can find that the information-to-noise ratio de-
clines as the orders increases in all these three datasets.

tio is small, the interaction between high-order neighbors
brings too much noise and dilutes the useful information,
which is the reason for the over-smoothing issue. Based on
this observation, we extend MAD to MADGap to measure
the over-smoothness in the graph representation. From Fig-
ure 3 we notice that two nodes with small topological dis-
tance (low-order neighbours) are more likely to belong to the
same category. Hence, we propose to utilize the graph topol-
ogy to approximate the node category, and calculate the gap
of MAD values differentiating remote and neighbour nodes
to estimate the over-smoothness of the graph representation,

MADGap = MADrmt −MADneb, (5)

where MADrmt is the MAD value of the remote nodes in
the graph topology and MADneb is the MAD value of the
neighbouring nodes.

According to our assumption, large MADGap value in-
dicates that the useful information received by the node is
more than noise. At this time, GNNs perform reasonable
extent of smoothing, and the model would perform well.
On the contrary, small or negative MADGap means over-
smoothing and inferior performance. To verify the effective-
ness of MADGap, we calculate the MADGap value3 and
compute the Pearson coefficient between the MADGap and
the prediction accuracy for various GNN models. We report
the Pearson coefficient for GNNs with different layers on
CORA, CiteSeer and PubMed datasets in Table 2. Accord-
ing to the table, we can find that there exists a significantly
high correlation between MADGap and the model perfor-
mance, which validates that MADGap is a reliable metric
to measure graph representation over-smoothness. Besides,
MADGap can also be used as an observation indicator to es-
timate the model performance based on the graph topology
without seeing the gold label. It is worth noting that 1-layer

3In this work, we calculate MAD
neb based on nodes with or-

ders ≤ 3 and MAD
rmt based on nodes with orders ≥ 8.

Model CORA CiteSeer PubMed

GCN 0.986∗∗ 0.948∗∗ 0.971∗∗

ChebGCN 0.945∗∗ 0.984∗∗ 0.969∗∗

HyperGraph 0.990∗∗ 0.965∗∗ 0.932∗∗

FeaSt 0.993∗∗ 0.986∗∗ 0.906∗

GraphSAGE 0.965∗∗ 0.995∗ 0.883
GAT 0.960∗∗ 0.998∗∗ 0.965∗∗

ARMA 0.909∗ 0.780 0.787
HighOrder 0.986∗∗ 0.800 0.999∗∗

DNA 0.945∗∗ 0.884∗ 0.887∗

GGNN 0.940∗ 0.900∗ 0.998∗∗

Table 2: The Pearson coefficient between accuracy and
MADGap for various models on CORA/CiteSeer/PubMed
datasets. Pearson coefficient is calculated based on the re-
sults of models with different layers (1-6). * means statisti-
cally significant with p < 0.05 and ** means p < 0.01.

GNN usually has small MADGap and prediction accuracy
(Figure 1), which is caused by the insufficient information
transfer, while the over-smoothing issue of high-layer GNN
is caused by receiving too much noise.

In Figure 4, we show the MADGap and prediction ac-
curacy for node sets with different information-to-noise ra-
tios in the same model. We can find that even with the
same model and propagation step, nodes with higher rate of
information-to-noise ratio generally have higher prediction
accuracy with smaller over-smoothing degree. We also ob-
serve similar phenomena on other datasets, which are shown
in the arXiv version. This way, we further verify that it is the
information-to-noise ratio that affects the graph representa-
tion over-smoothness to a great extent, thus influencing the
model performance.

Topology Affects the Information-to-noise Ratio

From the previous analysis, we can find that the key fac-
tor influencing the smoothness of graph representation is the
information-to-noise ratio. Then the following question is:
What affects the information-to-noise ratio? We argue that
it is the graph topology that affects the information-to-noise
ratio. The reason for the node receiving too much noise is
related to the discordance between the natural graph and
the task objective. Take node classification as an example. If
there are too many inter-class edges, the nodes will receive
too much noise after multiple steps of message propagation,
which results in over-smoothing and bad performance.

The graph topology is constructed based on the natural
links. For example, the edges in the citation network rep-
resent the citing behavior between papers and edges in the
product network represent the products co-purchasing rela-
tions. GNN models rely on these natural links to learn node
representations. However, natural links between nodes of
different classes are harmful to the node classification task.
Therefore, we propose to alleviate the over-smoothing issue
of GNNs and improve their performance by optimizing the
graph topology to match the downstream task.

To verify our assumption, we optimize the graph topology
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Figure 4: Performance (accuracy) and over-smoothness (MADGap) of node sets with different information-to-noise ratio (e.g.,
0.1 means ratio≤ 0.1) on the CORA dataset (We display 4 out of 10 models results due to the limited space. We observe similar
results in other models). All models have 2 layers. Results prove that nodes with higher information-to-noise ratio would have
less over-smoothness degree and better prediction result.

Figure 5: The gold label based topology adjustment experiment on the CORA dataset. We show the results of both removing
inter-class edges (first row, where the X-axis represents the removing rate) and adding intra-class edges (second row, where the
X-axis represents the intra-class edge ratio compared to the raw graph) on GCN, GAT, GraphSAGE and ChebGCN. Results
show that both of these methods are very helpful for relieving the over-smoothing issue and improving model performance.

by removing inter-class edges and adding intra-class edges
based on the gold labels. The results on the CORA dataset
are shown in Figure 5. We can find that the MADGap value
rises consistently as more inter-class edges are removed and
more intra-class edges are added, resulting in better model
performance. Therefore, optimizing graph topology is help-
ful in relieving the over-smoothing problem and improving
model performance.

In summary, we find that the graph topology has a great
influence on the smoothness of graph representation and
model performance. However, there is still discordance be-
tween the natural links and the downstream tasks. Most ex-
isting works mainly focus on designing novel GNN architec-
tures but pay less attention to the established graph topology.
Hence, we further investigate to improve the performance of
GNNs by optimizing the graph topology.

Relieving Over-smoothing Problem from the

Topological View
Inspired by the previous analysis, we propose two meth-
ods to relieve the over-smoothing issue from the topologi-
cal view: (1) MADReg: We add a MADGap-based regular-
izer to the training objective; (2) Adaptive Edge Optimiza-

tion (AdaEdge): We adjust the graph topology adaptively
by iteratively training GNN models and conducting edge re-
move/add operations based on the prediction result. Neither
of these two methods is restricted to specific model archi-
tectures and can be used in the training process of general
GNN models. Experiments demonstrate their effectiveness
in a variety of GNNs.

MADReg: MADGap as Regularizer

In the previous experiments, we find that MADGap shows
a significantly high correlation with model performance.
Hence, we add MADGap to the training objective to make
the graph nodes receive more useful information and less
interference noise:

L =
∑

−l log p( l̂ |X,A,Θ)− λMADGap, (6)

where X is the input feature matrix, A is the adjacency ma-

trix, l̂ and l are the predicted and gold labels of the node
respectively. Θ is the parameters of GNN and λ is the reg-
ularization coefficient to control the influence of MADReg.
We calculate MADGap on the training set to be consistent
with the cross-entropy loss.
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Figure 6: MADReg and AdaEdge results on the CORA/CiteSeer/PubMed datasets. The number of GNN layers is 4, where the
over-smoothing issue is severe. The box plot shows the mean value and the standard deviation of the prediction accuracy and
the MADGap values of 50 turns results (5 dataset splitting methods and 10 random seeds for each splitting following Shchur
et al. (2018) and Sun, Koniusz, and Wang (2019). And we can find that the two proposed methods can effectively relieve the
over-smoothing issue and improve model performance in most cases.

AdaEdge: Adaptive Edge Optimization

As discussed in the previous section, after optimizing the
topology based on gold label (adding the intra-class edges
and removing the inter-class edges), the over-smoothing
issue is notably alleviated, and the model performance
is greatly improved. Inspired by this, we propose a self-
training algorithm called AdaEdge to optimize the graph
topology based on the prediction result of the model to adap-
tively adjust the topology of the graph to make it more rea-
sonable for the specific task objective. Specifically, we first
train GNN on the original graph and adjust the graph topol-
ogy based on the prediction result of the model by deleting
inter-class edges and adding intra-class edges. Then we re-
train the GNN model on the updated graph from scratch.
We perform the above graph topology optimization opera-
tion multiple times. The details of the AdaEdge algorithm
are introduced in the arXiv version.

Relieving Over-smoothing in High-order Layers

To verify the effectiveness of the two proposed methods, we
conduct controlled experiments for all the 10 baseline GNN
models on CORA/CiteSeer/PubMed datasets. We calculate
the prediction accuracy and MADGap value for the GNN
models with 4 layers, where the over-smoothing issue is se-
rious. The results are shown in Figure 6. We present 6 out
of 10 models results due to the space limit; the other models
can be found in the arXiv version. We can find that in the
high-order layer situation where the over-smoothing issue
is severe, the MADReg and AdaEdge methods can effec-
tively relieve the over-smoothing issue and improve model
performance for most models in all three datasets. The ef-
fectiveness of MADReg and AdaEdge further validates our
assumption and provides a general and effective solution to
relieve the over-smoothing problem.

Improving Performance of GNNs

In Table 3, we show the controlled experiments for GNN
models trained on the original graph and the updated graph
obtained by the AdaEdge method on all the 7 datasets. We
select the best hyper-parameters when training GNN on the
original graph and fix all these hyper-parameters when train-
ing on the updated graph. Experimental results show that
the AdaEdge method can effectively improve the model per-
formance in most cases, which proves that optimizing the
graph topology is quite helpful for improving model perfor-
mance. We analyze the cases of the AdaEdge method with
little or no improvement and find that this is caused by the
incorrect operations when adjusting the topology. Therefore,
when the ratio of incorrect operations is too large, it will
bring serious interference to the model training and bring in
little or no improvement. Due to the space limit, the results
of MADReg are shown in the arXiv version. Typically, the
baselines achieve their best performance with small num-
ber of GNN layers, where the over-smoothing issue is not
severe. Under this condition, MADReg can hardly improve
the performance by enlarging the MADGap value. However,
when the over-smoothing issue becomes more severe while
the GNN layer number grows larger, MADReg is still ca-
pable of improving the performance of the baselines signifi-
cantly. Above all, both AdaEdge and MADReg are effective
for improving GNNs performance, and AdaEdge general-
izes better when the over-smoothing issue is not severe.

Related Work

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)

GNNs have proven effective in various non-Euclidean graph
structures, such as social network (Hamilton, Ying, and
Leskovec 2017), biology network (Zitnik and Leskovec
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Acc(%) CORA CiteSeer PubMed Amazon Photo Amazon Comp. Coauthor CS Coauthor Phy.

Model baseline +AE baseline +AE baseline +AE baseline +AE baseline +AE baseline +AE baseline +AE

GCN 81.2±0.8 82.3
∗∗
±0.8

69.3±0.7 69.7
∗∗
±0.9

76.3±0.5 77.4
∗∗
±0.5

90.6±0.7 91.5
∗∗
±0.5

81.7±0.7 82.4
∗∗
±1.1

89.8±0.3 90.3
∗∗
±0.4

92.8±1.6 93.0
∗∗
±1.1

ChebGCN 78.6±0.6 80.1∗∗±0.5 67.4±1.0 67.8
∗
±1.2

76.7±0.1 77.5
∗∗
±0.6

89.6±1.6 89.4∗±1.2 80.8±2.4 81.3
∗∗
±1.1

90.5±0.4 90.7
∗
±0.3

\ \
HyperGraph 80.5±0.6 81.4

∗∗
±0.8

67.9±0.5 68.5
∗∗
±0.5

77.4±0.2 77.3±0.7 87.5±0.7 88.6
∗∗
±0.3

58.7±22.1 61.4
∗∗
±26.8

86.9±0.5 87.3
∗∗
±0.4

91.9±2.0 92.2
∗∗
±1.4

FeaSt 80.4±0.7 81.6
∗∗
±0.7

69.3±1.1 69.4
∗
±1.0

76.6±0.6 77.2
∗
±0.4

90.5±0.6 90.8
∗∗
±0.6

80.8±1.3 81.7
∗∗
±0.9

88.4±0.2 88.9
∗∗
±0.2

\ \
GraphSAGE 78.5±1.7 80.2

∗∗
±1.2

68.4±0.9 69.4
∗∗
±0.8

75.2±1.1 77.2
∗∗
±0.8

90.1±1.4 90.6
∗∗
±0.5

80.2±1.0 81.1
∗∗
±1.0

90.1±0.4 90.3
∗∗
±0.4

93.0±0.4 92.7±0.2

GAT 76.3±3.1 77.9
∗∗
±2.0

68.9±0.6 69.1
∗
±0.8

75.9±0.5 76.6
∗∗
±0.2

89.7±1.7 90.8
∗∗
±0.9

81.4±1.5 81.1∗±1.6 85.5±1.9 86.6
∗∗
±1.6

91.1±1.0 91.4
∗
±1.0

ARMA 74.9±10.6 76.4
∗∗
±5.6

65.3±4.1 66.1
∗∗
±4.3

68.5±11.4 68.9
∗
±12.2

86.4±3.0 87.0
∗∗
±1.9

63.8±18.9 71.7
∗∗
±8.1

90.6±1.1 90.9
∗∗
±0.6

92.2±1.8 92.6
∗
±1.0

HighOrder 76.6±1.2 72.5∗∗±4.1 64.2±1.0 63.3∗∗±1.0 75.0±2.6 76.9
∗∗
±1.3

26.1±12.4 30.3
∗∗
±10.2

26.3±12.7 23.9∗±13.4 84.2±1.0 85.6
∗∗
±0.7

90.8±0.8 90.9±0.6

DNA 58.2±14.4 60.1
∗
±10.8

60.9±2.7 61.3
∗∗
±2.2

65.8±7.8 66.8
∗
±9.6

89.1±1.3 89.8
∗∗
±0.6

78.2±2.9 79.8
∗∗
±2.0

88.2±0.9 90.0
∗∗
±0.6

93.0±0.5 93.3
∗
±0.4

GGNN 47.3±6.1 44.7∗∗±3.5 55.5±2.8 47.9∗∗±3.4 66.1±4.4 69.5
∗∗
±1.2

74.1±12.3 80.6
∗∗
±7.2

42.4±26.7 61.5
∗∗
±20.8

86.6±1.4 88.2
∗∗
±0.8

91.2±1.2 91.6
∗∗
±0.7

Table 3: Controlled experiments of AdaEdge (+AE) on all the 7 datasets. We show the mean value, the standard deviation and
the t-test significance of 50 turns results. * means statistically significance with p < 0.05 and ** means p < 0.01. Bold result
means improvement compared to baseline. The missing results are due to the huge consumption of GPU memory.

2017), business graph (McAuley et al. 2015) and academic
graph (Sen et al. 2008). Recently, many novel GNN architec-
tures have been developed for graph-based tasks. Veličković
et al. (2018) propose the graph attention network to use
self-attention to aggregate information from neighboring
nodes. Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec (2017) propose a
general inductive framework to generate node embedding
by sampling and aggregating features from the neighbor-
ing nodes. There are also other GNNs proposed, such as
ARMA (Bianchi et al. 2019), FeaSt (Verma, Boyer, and Ver-
beek 2018), HyperGraph (Bai, Zhang, and Torr 2019) and so
on. Xu et al. (2018) propose jumping knowledge networks to
help the GNN model to leverage the information from high-
order neighbours for a better node representation. However,
all these models focus on improving the information prop-
agation and aggregation operation on the static graph while
paying less attention to the graph topology. In this work, we
propose to explicitly optimize the graph topology to make it
more suitable for the downstream task.

Pareja et al. (2019) propose the EvolveGCN that uses the
RNN to evolve the graph model itself over time. Fey (2019)
allow for a selective and node-adaptive aggregation of
the neighboring embeddings of potentially differing local-
ity. Liang Yang and Zesheng Kang and Xiaochun Cao and
Di Jin and Bo Yang and Yuanfang Guo (2019) propose a new
variation of GCN by jointly refining the topology and train-
ing the fully connected network. These existing works about
dynamic graph rely on the adaptive ability of the model it-
self and focus on special GNN architecture (e.g., GCN),
while our AdaEdge method optimizes the graph topology
with a clear target (adding intra-class edges and removing
inter-class edges) and can be used in general GNN archi-
tectures. Rong et al. (2019) propose DropEdge method to
drop edges randomly at each training epoch for data aug-
mentation while our AdaEdge method adjusts edges before
training to optimize the graph topology.

Over-smoothing Problem in GNNs

Previous works (Li, Han, and Wu 2018; Zhou et al. 2018)
have proven that over-smoothing is a common phenomenon
in GNNs. Li, Han, and Wu (2018) prove that the graph con-
volution of the GCN model is actually a special form of
Laplacian smoothing. Deng, Dong, and Zhu (2019) pro-
pose that smoothness is helpful for node classification and
design methods to encourage the smoothness of the output

distribution, while Yang et al. (2019) propose that nodes
may be mis-classified by topology based attribute smooth-
ing and try to overcome this issue. In this work, we prove
that smoothing is the essential feature of GNNs, and then
classify the smoothing into two kinds by the information-to-
noise ratio: Reasonable smoothing that makes GNN work,
and over-smoothing that causes the bad performance. From
this view, the methods from Deng, Dong, and Zhu (2019)
and Yang et al. (2019) can be regarded as improving rea-
sonable smoothing and relieve over-smoothing, respectively.
Besides, Li et al. (2019) propose to use LSTM in GNN
to solve over-smoothing issue in text classification. How-
ever, existing works usually mention the over-smoothing
phenomenon, but there lacks systematic or quantitative re-
search about it.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we conduct a systematic and quantitative study
of the over-smoothing issue faced by GNNs. We first de-
sign two quantitative metrics: MAD for smoothness and
MADGap for over-smoothness. From the quantitative mea-
surement results on multiple GNNs and graph datasets, we
find that smoothing is the essential nature of GNNs; over-
smoothness is caused by the over-mixing of information and
the noise. Furthermore, we find that there is a significantly
high correlation between the MADGap and the model per-
formance. Besides, we prove that the information-to-noise
ratio is related to the graph topology, and we can relieve the
over-smoothing issue by optimizing the graph topology to
make it more suitable for downstream tasks. Followingly,
we propose two methods to relieve the over-smoothing is-
sue in GNNs: The MADReg and the AdaEdge methods. Ex-
tensive results prove that these two methods can effectively
relieve the over-smoothing problem and improve model per-
formance in general situations.

Although we have shown optimizing graph topology is
an effective way of improving GNNs performance, our pro-
posed AdaEdge method still suffers from the wrong graph
adjustment operation problem. How to reduce these opera-
tions is a promising research direction.
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